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Abstract

The Resilient Packet Ring (RPR) IEEE 802.17 is a new

Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol for high-speed ring

networks. In order to achieve fairness among nodes, a fair-

ness algorithm is employed at each RPR node. In this paper,

we develop an analytical model for fair rate calculation in

the standard RPR Aggressive fairness algorithm in parking

lot scenario. Our approach is to model the fair rate cal-

culation by a non-linear discrete-time low-pass filter. We

verify our model by simulation results and analyze the con-

vergence of the fairness algorithm. Further, the effect of

various parameters on convergence time is investigated.

1. Introduction

The Resilient Packet Ring (RPR) IEEE 802.17 stan-

dard is a new Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol for

metro-ring networks. It is devised to achieve many ob-

jectives such as high utilization, fault recovery, and fair-

ness, which are not simultaneously available in the current

technologies [5],[2]. Packets are removed from the ring at

their destinations and as a result RPR can support spatial

reuse, that is, multiple concurrent transmissions over differ-

ent parts of the ring [1]. However, it may cause congestion

and unfairness among different nodes in accessing the ring

bandwidth. Therefore, a bandwidth allocation (fairness) al-

gorithm is required to provide a fair ring access to all nodes.

The ring access scheme in RPR is based on Buffer In-

sertion Ring (BIR) method, in which every node (station)

on the ring has an insertion (transit) buffer [7]. The ring

traffic transiting a node may be temporarily stored in the

transit buffer. A node is allowed to add its local traffic (add

traffic) to the ring as long as its transit buffer is empty. In

other words, ring traffic has non-preemptive priority over

local traffic at each node. This means that the transit traf-

fic at each node can block the local traffic of that node in
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accessing onto the ring. Hence, all nodes should be forced

to adjust the insertion rate of their local traffic (add-rate)

according to their fair shares.

The objective of the fairness algorithm in RPR is to fairly

distribute the available bandwidth on any link between the

local traffic of all competing nodes on that link. We define

the true fair rate as the rate at which every node should add

its local traffic to the ring, without starving its downstream

nodes. When a node is congested, it calculates a first ap-

proximation to the true fair rate since the exact value of the

true fair may not be known in case of congestion. The cal-

culated fair rate is then advertised to the upstream nodes

through a control message. As the upstream nodes receive

the control message, they adjust their add-rates according to

the received fair rate. This process may repeat until the cal-

culated fair rate converges to the true fair rate. The time it

takes for the fairness algorithm to converge is commonly re-

ferred to as the convergence time, which is an important cri-

terion in evaluating performance and efficiency of an RPR

fairness algorithm.

In [2] and [3], convergence times of different RPR fair-

ness algorithms are investigated based on the simulation re-

sults. However, an accurate analytical model would pro-

vide a solution to evaluate the performance of different RPR

fairness algorithms without having to develop a simulation

model. In this paper, we present an accurate analytical

model for fair rate calculation in the standard RPR fairness

algorithm. This analysis is done for the parking lot sce-

nario depicted in Fig. 1, in which all nodes 1, 2, , and

send traffic to node 0 (Hub), sharing the link between node
1 and node 0. This scenario is one of the traditional and
challenging benchmark scenarios in RPR, and is studied in

Hub

3 2 1n 0

Figure 1. Parking lot scenario
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Figure 2. RPR node architecture

standardization process of RPR, as well as in [3], to com-

pare performance of different RPR fairness algorithms. Us-

ing the analytical model, we study the performance of the

RPR standard fairness algorithm in terms of stability, and

convergence time. We also investigate the impact of vari-

ous system parameters on the performance of the fairness

algorithm.

In Section 2 the RPR node architecture, the notion of

fairness in RPR, and the RPR standard fairness algorithm

are described. In Section 3, we present our analytical model

of fair rate calculation. Section 4 deals with the numerical

results. Finally, some conclusions are given in Section 5.

2. An Overview of Resilient Packet Ring

RPR supports three traffic classes: high-priority low-

delay class A; medium-priority bounded-delay class B; and

low-priority best-effort class C. The bandwidth is allocated

for class A and a subclass of class B. However, a portion

of this allocated bandwidth is not reserved and can be re-

claimed by the lower priority classes if not used. The fair-

ness algorithm dynamically divides the unreserved band-

width between the remaining portion of class B and class

C traffic of the competing nodes. The traffic controlled by

the fairness algorithm is called fairness eligible (FE).

The ring in RPR is bidirectional and consists of two uni-

directional counter-rotating ringlets. Fig. 2 presents an RPR

node architecture, where only one direction of the ring traf-

fic is shown. At each node, the arriving traffic from the

ring is dropped if destined to that node. Otherwise, it is

forwarded to the transit buffer. The transit buffer may be

implemented in two modes: single-queue or dual-queue.

In single-queue mode, transit packets with different prior-

ities are forwarded into a single queue. In this mode, the

scheduler gives the service priority to the transit traffic over

the local traffic, which guarantees a lossless ring. The fair-

ness module implements the fairness algorithm, transmits

control messages, and controls the rate limiters of the local

traffic.

2.1. RPR Fairness Model

The objective of the fairness algorithm in RPR is to fairly

distribute the available bandwidth on a given link between

FE traffic of all competing nodes on that link [4]. The band-

width share of each node on a link should be proportional

to the relative weight assigned to that node. In other words,

a per-station fairness in utilizing the ring bandwidth should

be maintained. In this paper, we only consider FE traffic as

the rate of the reserved/allocated traffic is not controlled by

the fairness algorithm.

2.2. RPR Standard Fairness Algorithm

Congestion detection and fair rate calculation in RPR

nodes are performed at the end of every fixed time interval

called control interval. Each RPR node measures the ser-

vice rate of its FE local traffic and that of the transit traffic,

at the output of the scheduler. The add-rate (respectively,

the forward-rate) is the average amount of FE local traffic

(respectively, transit traffic) serviced per unit of time; both

are measured at the end of each control interval. Let us de-

fine the following notations:

• is the available bandwidth on a link.

• Control interval 0 with length of seconds, is the

time interval
¡
( 1) · , ·

¤
.

• is a low-pass filtering coefficient (0 1).

• ( ) is the add-rate of node in control interval

and ˜ ( ) is its low-pass filtered version defined as fol-
lows:

˜ ( ) = (1 ) · ˜ ( 1) + · ( ) (1)

• ( ) is the forward-rate of node in control interval

and ˜ ( ) is its low-pass filtered obtained similar to
(1).

• ( ) = ( ) + ( ) is the usage rate of the output
link of node in control interval , and ˜ ( ) is its
low-pass filtered version. Intuitively, we have

˜ ( ) = ˜ ( )+˜ ( ) = (1 )·˜ ( 1)+ · ( ) (2)

For simplicity, assume that all rates are normalized to .

Therefore, ( ) 1 and ( ) 1 ( ).
1) Congestion Detection: Assume that node is imple-

mented in single-queue mode. At the end of control inter-

val , node detects congestion if ˜ ( ) exceeds a certain
threshold (e.g., 0 95 · ); or a packet at the head of local

buffers of that node experiences a long delay to get onto the

ring.
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2) Fair Rate Calculation: The RPR standard fairness al-

gorithm operates in twomodes: AggressiveMode (AM) and

Conservative Mode (CM) [4]. We assume that all nodes are

operating in AM, as this is the default mode of operation

in RPR. In AM, when node detects congestion in control

interval , it advertises ˜ ( ) as the fair rate to its upstream
nodes. If node is not congested, the fair rate is set to 1.

3) Control Message Transmission: We assume that there

is a single control message circulating along the ring within

each control interval. The control message contains sepa-

rate fields for the calculated fair rate of all nodes. At the

end of each control interval, one of the nodes initiates trans-

mission of the control message. It inserts its advertised fair

rate in a designated field and sends the control message to

its upstream node. Upon receiving a control message, node

adjusts the rate of its local FE traffic so that its add-rate for

destinations, which are in the downstream of node , does

not exceeds the advertised fair rate of node . It also updates

the corresponding field in the control message with its most

recently calculated fair rate and forwards the message to its

upstream node.

3. Problem Description

We consider the parking lot scenario depicted in Fig. 1,

which is a benchmark scenario for evaluating an RPR fair-

ness algorithm. The performance of an RPR fairness algo-

rithm should be evaluated in overloaded conditions. Other-

wise congestion does not occur and there is no need for a

rate control mechanism. Hence, we assume that nodes 1, 2,
, and in Fig. 1 have infinite amount of traffic in their

local buffers destined to node 0. In Fig. 1, the solid-line
ringlet is the traffic path to node 0. The control message is
transmitted backward on the dashed-line ringlet. Without

loss of generality, we only consider FE traffic as the fair-

ness algorithm only controls the rate of FE traffic through-

out the ring. All nodes compete for the bandwidth on the

link between node 1 and node 0. As a result, this link is
the most congested link. We assume that all nodes have

equal weights. Therefore, the fair share of each node is 1

of the link bandwidth. We also assume that the fairness al-

gorithm operates in AM. Note that the transit queue mode

is independent of the fairness algorithm and only specifies

how the congestion is triggered [4]. In this analysis, we as-

sume that the transit queue at each node is implemented in

single-queue mode.

In the following, we first assume that the link propaga-

tion delay is zero and derive the fair rate equation. Then,

we incorporate a deterministic link propagation delay into

the model and analyze the problem in a more realistic case.

3.1. Analysis of the Model Without Link Propaga-
tion Delay

In this section we ignore the link propagation delay in

fair rate calculation and then determine the conditions with

respect to which the convergence time of the fairness algo-

rithm is finite. Let ( ) be the rate limiter value of the local
traffic of node at the beginning of control interval . This

is the maximum rate at which node is allowed to add traf-

fic to the ring destined to node 0. The add-rate of node in

control interval is also bounded by 1 ( ) and hence
we have

( ) = min
©
1 ( ), ( )

ª
(3)

1) Congestion Detection Time: Starting at time 0, each
node has traffic at link rate to transmit to node 0. The ini-
tial rate limiter value of all nodes is equal to the link rate:

(1) = 1, = 1,2, , . Recall that at each node the tran-

sit traffic has priority over local traffic of that node. As a

result, before congestion detection, only node , which is

the most upstream node, can transmit at the link rate, i.e.,

( ) = 1; other nodes will not be able to add their lo-
cal traffic to the ring before congestion detection. Hence,

( ) = 0, = 1, , 1. Note that as node sends

traffic at the link rate to node 0, before congestion detection
we have ( ) = 1, = 1, , .

We assume that congestion is triggered at node only

when ˜ ( ) exceeds . As congestion is detected through a

low-pass filtering approach, it takes several control intervals

for all nodes to detect congestion. For node 1, in particular,
we have ˜1(0) = 0 and 1( ) = 1, for all prior to con-

gestion detection. Therefore, one can derive ˜1( ), using
(2), as follows:

˜1( ) = 1 (1 ) (4)

Node 1 detects congestion at the end of control interval ˆ,
where ˆ = min

©
: ˜1(ˆ)

ª
. Using (4) we obtain

ˆ =

¹
ln (1 )

ln (1 )
+ 1

º
, (5)

where b c is the largest integer number which is smaller
than or equal to . Note that nodes 2, 3, , and , detect

the congestion at the same time as node 1.
2) Advertised Fair Rate: Assume that node 1 initiates

the control message transmission at the end of each control

interval. As the size of the control message in RPR is rela-

tively short, we can ignore its transmission and processing

time. We have also assumed that link propagation delay is

zero in this ideal model. As a result, the time it takes for a

control message to reach the furthest upstream node in the

ring (i.e., node ), is zero. This means that all nodes receive

and apply the fair rate with no delay after it is advertised.
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For ˆ, only node can add traffic to the ring. There-

fore, we have

˜ (ˆ) = 0, = 1,2, , 1 (6)

When congestion is detected, node 1 advertises its calcu-
lated fair rate, i.e., 1̃(

ˆ) = 0, to its upstream nodes. Node
1 receives the fair rate instantly and sets its rate limiter

value to the received fair rate, i.e., (ˆ + 1) = 1̃(
ˆ) = 0.

Note that the rate limiter value of a node only changes when

that node receives a fair rate from one of its congested

downstream nodes. Therefore, , 1( ) = 1, as there is
no congested node on downstream of node 1. Hence, from
(3) we have

, 1( ) = min
©
1 1 ( ), 1( ) = 1

ª
= 1 1 ( ) (7)

As , ( ) = ( ) + ( ), it follows from (7) that ,

1( ) = 1. Therefore, ˜1( ) can always be obtained from
(4). Note that ˜1( ) in (4) is an increasing function of and

consequently, ˜1( ) , ˆ. This means that node 1 is

congested for all ˆ. As a results, node 1 calculates and
advertises a fair rate to its upstream nodes in every control

interval after congestion detection.

– In control interval = ˆ + 1, as (ˆ + 1) = 0, 1,

it follows from (3) that (ˆ + 1) = 0, 1. In other
words, node 1 does not add any traffic to the ring. Con-
sequently, 1 (

ˆ + 1) = 0, and using (7), 1(
ˆ + 1) = 1.

Therefore, according to (1), the new calculated fair rate of

node 1 is equal to 1̃(
ˆ + 1) = (1 ) · 0 + · 1 = .

Note that node 1 is not congested in control interval
ˆ + 1 as (ˆ + 1) = 0, 1. Hence, node 1 is the
only congested node and all upstream nodes adjust their lo-

cal rates to the advertised fair rate of node 1. At the end of
control interval ˆ + 1, node 1 advertises 1̃(

ˆ + 1) as the
fair rate to its upstream nodes.

– In control interval (ˆ + 2), we have (ˆ + 2) = 1̃(
ˆ +

1) = , 1. This means that each node 1 can add
traffic to the ring up to the rate . Using (3), it follows that

(ˆ + 2) = min
©
1 (ˆ + 2),

ª
, 1. For transit

traffic of node 1, which is the aggregated traffic from nodes
2, 3, , and , we have 1 (

ˆ + 2) = min
©
1,( 1) ·

ª
.

Hence, the add-rate of node 1 is 1(
ˆ+2) = 1 1 (

ˆ+2) =
max

©
0,1 ( 1) ·

ª
. Then, node 1 calculates its new

fair rate as 1̃(
ˆ + 2) = (1 ) · + · 1(

ˆ + 2), which
is advertised to its upstream nodes.

– In general, in control interval ˆ, ( ) = 1̃( 1),

1, 1 ( ) = min
©
1,( 1)· 1̃( 1)

ª
, and the add-rate

of node 1 is obtained as

1( ) =
¡
1 ( 1) · 1̃( 1)

¢+
, ˆ, (8)

x y

α

Delay

1 − α

r  (k)r  (k)

n − 1

~a
11

a

+y = (x)
1

 Unit

Figure 3. Low-pass filter model of fair rate cal-

culation.

where ( )+ denotesmax
©
0,
ª
. Consequently, the fair rate

of node 1 for ˆ can be calculated as follows:

1̃( ) = (1 )· 1̃( 1)+ ·
¡
1 ( 1)· 1̃( 1)

¢+
(9)

It can be seen that 1̃( ) depends on , , and the pre-

vious calculated fair rate, 1̃( 1). Therefore, we can
model the fair rate calculation process at node 1 using the
first-order non-linear discrete-time filter depicted in Fig. 3,

where the unit delay is equal to one control interval. The

advertised fair rate of node 1 is the response of the filter to a

unit step function applied at = ˆ+1, with initial condition

1̃(
ˆ) = 0.
3) Condition for Finite Convergence Time of the Fair

Rate: Consider the filter in Fig. 3 and assume that the non-

linear block is bypassed (i.e., = ( )+ replaced by = ).

In this case, the system is a first-order linear discrete-time

filter with transfer function

( ) =
1 + ( · 1) · 1

. (10)

This linear system is stable when its pole is inside the unit

circle, which yields
2

(11)

We have analytically proved in [6] that the stability condi-

tion of the non-linear filter is given by (11) as well. More-

over, we have shown that the response of the non-linear sta-

ble system to the unit step function converges to 1 , i.e., the

true fair rate.

Note that node 1 is assumed to be the most congested
node and all other nodes adjust their local rates based on the

advertised fair rate of node 1. To maintain this condition,
the congestion threshold, , should be set to a value greater

than 1 1 and close to 1. In this case, the other nodes are

not congested for ˆ, and always set their rates to the
advertised fair rate of node 1.

3.2. Analysis of the Model With Link Propagation
Delay

We now consider the effect of the link propagation delay

on fair rate calculation. Up to the congestion detection, this
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Figure 4. Effect of propagation delay on ad-

vertising the fair rate.

system works like the ideal model and the congestion detec-

tion time can still be calculated from (5). We define as the

one-hop round-trip propagation delay. In this case the prop-

agation delay of each link is equal to 2 . Fig. 4 illustrates the

effect of link propagation delay on the add-rate of node 1 in
a scenario with = 3. It presents a typical control interval
, at which node 1 sends a control message to its upstream
nodes.

Assume that node 1 advertises 1̃( 1) as the fair rate
to the upstream node 2 at 0 = ( 1) · seconds. Node

2 receives the control message at ( 0 + 2 ) seconds. Upon

receiving the control message, node 2 sets its local traffic
rate controller to the advertised fair rate and forwards the

control message to node 3.
At ( 0 + ) seconds, node 1 can see the effect of traffic

change of node 2 due to the advertised fair rate 1̃( 1).
Note that the forward-rate (and consequently the add-rate)

of node 1 in time interval
¡
0 0+

¤
does not depend on the

advertised fair rate 1̃( 1) yet. At the same time, node
3 receives the control message forwarded by node 2. It also
sets its rate controller to the advertised fair rate. Node 1will
see the effect of the rate adjustment of node 3 at ( 0 +2 · )
seconds. In general, node 1 can see the traffic change of
node 1 due to the most recently advertised fair rate at¡
0+( 1) ·

¢
seconds. In order to simplify the problem,

we assume that the time it takes for the congested node 1 to
see the traffic change of node , which is the furthest node

contributing to congestion, is less than the length of control

interval. That is,

( 1) · (12)

Therefore, after advertising a new fair rate at the beginning

of each control interval, congested node 1 can see the effect
of the traffic change of all nodes contributing to congestion

in the same control interval. Hence, it can make a solider

estimation of the true fair rate. As node 1 gradually sees the
effect of traffic changes of its upstream nodes, its add-rate

changes during a control interval. In this case, the average

add-rate of node 1 during a control interval should be mea-
sured in order to calculate the fair rate. In [6] we show that

the average add-rate of node 1 in control interval ˆ is
calculated as

1( ) =
¡
1 ( 1)·

¢
· 1( )+ ·

1X
=1

1( ), (13)

where 1( ) =
¡
1 ( ) · 1̃( 2) ( 1) · 1̃(

1)
¢+
, 1 .

The calculated fair rate of node 1 in control interval ,

1̃( ), is obtained by substituting (13) in (1). One can see

that 1̃( ),
ˆ, depends on , , 1̃( 2), and 1̃( 1).

As a result, using a method similar to the one applied to the

ideal case ( = 0), we can model the fair rate calculation at
node 1 by a second-order non-linear discrete-time filter.
We have investigated and proved several properties of

this model in [6]. We observed that the stability domain

of the second-order nonlinear filter is similar to the corre-

sponding linear filter, which is obtained by bypassing all

non-linear blocks in (13). Also, we proved that the lin-

ear system with propagation delay is less sensitive to the

value of compared to the linear system without propaga-

tion delay. Finally, we showed that the maximum stability

domain for the linear system with delay is achieved when

( 1) · = 0 5 · .

4. Numerical Results and Analysis

In this section, we compare the results from the analysis

with the ones from simulations to examine the accuracy

of the developed model. We also analyze the convergence

of the calculated fair rate in parking lot scenario. The

simulation model is implemented in OPNET. We consider

100Mbps links, packet length of 512 bits, and = 1msec.

1) Effect of on Fair Rate Oscillations: The oscillations

of the fair rate result from an overestimation or underesti-

mation of the rates. As the oscillations contribute to the

convergence time, they are part of the performance of the

fairness algorithm. Fig. 5 presents both analytical and sim-

ulation results of the calculated fair rate in a scenario with

= 8, = 0 1 , = 0 95, for = 0 05, 0 15, and 0 25.
One can first note that analytical and simulation results are

very close. In fact, the maximum relative error in all cases

is less than 2%. Our analytical model is a very accurate ap-
proximation of the real system, and therefore may be used

to evaluate the performance of the RPR fairness algorithm.

In Fig. 5, congestion is detected at control intervals 59, 19,
and 11 for = 0 05, 0 15, and 0 25, respectively. One can
see that as increases, congestion detection time decreases.

However, the calculated fair rate converges to the true fair

rate with a larger number of oscillations . The reason is that

when is large, the latest measured data has more weight

in the calculation of the next fair rate, according to (1), and
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the true fair rate may not be estimated accurately. Thus, the

fair rate may be overestimated, then underestimated, and so

on.

2) Effect of Propagation Delay on Fair Rate Oscilla-

tions: Fig. 6 illustrates the effect of propagation delay on

the fair rate calculation for = 4 and = 0 5. Both ana-
lytical and simulation results are shown. In this case, ˆ = 5.
As delay increases, the congested node sees the effect of

traffic changes due to the last advertised rate in a smaller

portion of the control interval, which changes the value of

the calculated rate. For example for = 0 2 , the first

overshoot of the fair rate occurs with one control interval

delay comparing with the other two cases due to the propa-

gation delay. The maximum relative error of the simulation

results in all cases is less than 1 5%.

3) Effect of Propagation Delay on Stability of Fair Rate:

We define ( ) as the supremum value of such that

the calculated fair rate does converge to 1 in an -node

scenario with one-hop round-trip propagation delay. In

other words, for ( ), the advertised fair rate has
permanent oscillations. In the ideal model ( = 0), (i) the
calculated fair rate in control interval , depends on the

calculated fair rate in control interval 1 according to
(9); and (ii) ( = 0) = 2 (See (11)). In the realistic

model (for 0), the calculated fair rate in control interval
depends on the fair rate calculated in the control intervals

1 and 2 (See (13)). As it mentioned in Section 3.2,
we observed that the system with delay is less sensitive to

the value of compared to the system without propagation

delay. Therefore, ( 0) ( = 0). Fig. 7
shows ( ) versus normalized propagation delay ( )
for different number of nodes, . It can be seen in Fig. 7

that ( 0) is greater than ( = 0). When 0,
the model behaves similar to the ideal model ( = 0) and
( ) 2 . In [6], we have proved that for some cases

a system with delay exhibits a unique maximum value of

( ) for = 1
2( 1) . This can be seen in Fig. 7 where
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Figure 5. Normalized calculated fair rate for

= 8, = 0 95, and = 0 1 .
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for a given , the maximum value of ( ) is achieved
approximately for = 1

2( 1) .

4) Effect of on Fair Rate Convergence Time: We define

as the convergence time of the system with nodes,

i.e., , = min
©

:
¯̄
( ) 1

¯̄
, = 1,2, ,

ª
,

for a given , 0 1. Fig. 8 shows the convergence
time for different number of nodes versus for = 0 1 .

Convergence time consists of two components: (i) conges-

tion detection time; and (ii) search-time defined as the time

between congestion detection and convergence of the fair

rate, when the nodes search for the true fair rate. Conges-

tion detection time is independent of the number of nodes

contributing to the congestion, and is a decreasing function

of for a fixed congestion threshold , according to (5). As

increases, congestion detection time decreases but on the

other hand the calculated fair rate experiences more oscilla-

tions and search-time becomes larger.

It is noticeable in Fig. 8 that for a constant value of

and small values of (close to 0), convergence time is a
decreasing function of . The reason is that detection time

(which is a decreasing function of ) is the dominant part

in total convergence time, when is close to 0.
As we increase , detection time drops while search-
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time rises. Therefore, convergence time does not change

significantly and remains in the same range in some ex-

tent. For example, it can be seen in Fig. 8 that convergence

time for = 4 does not change significantly for such

that 0 2 0 6. Nonetheless when gets closer to

( = 0 1 ) (which is for example around 0 7 for = 4
in Fig. 8), the search-time is the main source of delay in

convergence time and its drastic increase.

We also observe that when is relatively small (e.g.,

0 05), if 1 2, we have 1 2
. The reason

is that for small values of , the calculated fair rate does not

oscillate and instead increasingly converges to the true fair

rate (this is shown in Fig. 5 for = 0 05). For the true fair
rates we have 1

1

1
2

, hence , 1 , 2
.

It can also be seen that as increases and estimated fair

rate oscillates, the system with more nodes faces more de-

lay in converging to the true fair rate. The reason is that

for 1 2, we have
1
( )

2
( ) and if is within

stable domain of both systems, it is closer to
1
( ) than

2
( ) and we can conclude that convergence time of the

system with more node is larger. Also, any change in prop-

agation delay can increase or decrease ( ) according to
Fig. 7. For example, we observe in Fig. 7 that, by decreasing

the link propagation delay from = 0 1 to = 0 02 ,

( ) decreases for = 6,7, and 8. Fig. 9 depicts the
fair rate convergence time for different number of nodes for

= 0 02 . By comparing graphs in Figs. 8 and 9, it can be

seen that (0 02 ) (0 1 ). From results of Figs. 8
and 9, we heuristically observe that for a system with prop-

agation delay, the convergence time of the fair rate is rela-

tively small for such that 1 2 .

5. Conclusion

We develop an analytical model for fair rate calculation

in the standard RPR fairness algorithm in parking lot sce-

nario. Our approach is to model the fair rate calculation
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Figure 8. Convergence timevs. with = 0 01
and = 0 1 .
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Figure 9. Convergence time vs. with = 0 01
and = 0 02 .

process as a nonlinear discrete-time low-pass filter. Simu-

lation results confirm the model accuracy. This model can

be used to evaluate performance of the RPR fairness algo-

rithm in terms of stability and convergence time. Using this

model, we studied the effect of various system parameters

on stability and convergence of the calculated fair rate. Fi-

nally, we concluded that by choosing the low-pass filter co-

efficient so that 1 2 , the convergence time of the

fair rate in parking lot scenario will be within its minimum

range.
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